Each year is different and each year brings its own changes, but this year was too different. Ellen who is our Chairperson announced to us in
March that she was to be admitted to hospital to receive extensive treatment for a form of Leukaemia. We have tried to continue “business as
normal” as we know Ellen would wish us to, but our hopes and prayers for her anticipated successful recovery are never far from any of our
thoughts.
Open Secret continues to recognise that there are more people wanting to see us than for whom we can provide a service. As an organisation
regular submissions are made to find new sources of funding and support. We value the continued support of Falkirk Council which maintains a
core funding element without which the service in the present form could not continue. There has also been a particular benefit from Lloyds TSB
with regard to “building capacity” which is presenting the organisation and the Committee with new ideas. The “Children in Need” funding for the
Forth Valley has helped to further facilitate the targeting of the needs of younger people. Funding from the Scottish Executive Violence Against
Women Fund was further good news although reminds us that we must not neglect the needs of male survivors. Partnership working through a
number of initiatives with a range of Statutory and Voluntary agency providers has highlighted complementary responses and shared “vision” on
issues related to sexual abuse and violence.
That we are unable to respond to all who may be in need of our services continues to be a major concern. It is also recognised that those who
approach our organisation represent such a small proportion of those who remain affected by the impact and consequences of childhood sexual
abuse and who do not know where to turn. We realise that some who know that help may be available still have to tackle the barrier of secrecy
which has trapped them sometimes for decades and the fear and confusion that “sharing” anything has always represented.
Hopefully our service user reflections will provide a sense of the complexity of individual and family dilemmas and something of the benefit which
Open Secret has offered.
We want to thank our volunteers for the way in which they provide of their time and commitment, through training, supervision and service
delivery. We are pleased to be able to include a selection of their comments within this report. We want to acknowledge the efforts of the whole
staff group who have worked so hard to both support and deliver the service when the need for sensitivity and consistency is always so high.
We recently said farewell to another longer serving staff member Patricia Nunn and wish her well in her career. Our Manager Evelyn and
Depute Debra are to be congratulated for the effective way in which the service has been managed over the last year.
In the year ahead we hope to build upon the strength of the existing provision while continuing to identify and respond to new and
complimentary areas of need.
Paul Robinson, Acting Chairperson
“As a learning and developing organisation we want these principles to apply to all of us who are involved:
our committee, our managers, our staff and our volunteers.”

The past year has been one of development and
consolidation for the organisation. Over the past 12 years the
organisation has grown substantially with a wide range of
funding sources. This spread of funding is crucial to manage
risk with no dependence on one source of funding. The
funding sources at present consist of:
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Reserves have historically been low, due to the commitment
towards ensuring that funding is used to provide services to
clients. The Management Committee have recognised the
necessity of building an appropriate level of reserves to
ensure the continuation of the organisation if there was a
significant drop in funding. To ensure that reserves can be
realistically accumulated the Management Committee have

developed a funding strategy for the organisation.
Core costs will be built into every project budget to ensure full cost recovery. Strategies for income generation are being explored. Raising funding
will be a team effort with the Management Committee and staff all having responsibilities in ensuring the success of the funding strategy. Due to
sound financial planning the reserves figure is starting to grow in this financial year with a strong commitment to ensure that financial
management is proactive rather than reactive.
As with all voluntary organisations funding will always be challenging with a great deal of time commitment required to ensure
continuation of worthwhile projects. The Management Committee recognise the creativity, originality and commitment shown by staff to ensure
that Open Secret consistently provide quality services to clients in a cost effective way.
Janine Rennie, Treasurer

Without freedom from the past, there is no freedom at all, because the mind is never new, fresh, innocent.
Krishnamurti

Open Secret began in 1994. An individual worker was funded for 30 hours per week by Central Regional
Council’s Equal Opportunities Unit. A small office space was provided within the Old Sheriff Court
Buildings within Falkirk and services were provided to female adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse
residing within the Forth Valley areas.

Then, sexual abuse was described as a messy subject that people wanted to deny and many professionals
stayed clear of working with sexual abuse from fear of ‘opening the can of worms’ or because they felt they
didn’t have the resources to listen to survivors needs.
Back then it was hoped that by listening to what people say they needed to help them recover from abuse,
Open Secret could develop in a dynamic and responsive way.

Now, Open Secret has 14 members of staff and an office base located within each of the 3 council areas
we serve. We are supported by a small pool of sessional workers and 33 volunteers, 8 of whom form our
Management Committee.
Our statistics reflect how much we have grown as an organisation in response to need.
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Although the world is full of suffering, it is full also of the overcoming of it.
Helen Keller
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Then;
I was a very angry and bitter person wanted to blame everyone else but my abusers
Wanted everyone else to resolve my problems, take my pain too
Journey through then ‘till now;
Very slowly I began to take responsibility for my problems and actions: I hurt a lot of people
back then.
I took the long slow painful steps on the journey that lay ahead. I still have flashbacks, though I
can control them somewhat. I hopefully have matured much more than ‘then’. I could not fully
call myself a survivor and not all my work was done alone. If it were not for the dedicated team
from Open Secret, that once monster in me, would still be here today.
Taking responsibility, taking ownership, admitting my mistakes and with the help from
dedicated empathic people, I accomplished the many more things needed/required to overcome
the struggles I faced.
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When I came to Open Secret I felt that I was at the beginning of the
programme "stars in your eyes." The bit where someone comes through a
door of fog and says tonight I am going to be.... Well I felt I was at the other
end of that door, feeling like a freak in the fog. Now I have walked through
the door, and today I feel normal. There is still some mist, but the fog that I
have been lost in is disappearing.
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Here I am again going down a new path, but I get a couple of steps and the past is just
one step behind.
As I run down this new trail, I have found it is filled with the greenest of grass, the
freshest of air, the cool breeze of a summer’s day and people can roam as carefree as any
bird flying high in the sky in the beautiful blue and white clouds. Even the wind plays a
tune as it whistles by me on my new journey down this road of peace and harmony.
The roses and plants bloom like me and you as they pollinate the fresh new ground on
which I plan to keep and never look back to that old patch of ground I once lived and
terrorised and didn’t look out for.
This new place is the best I have. It’s like I’ve started anew but I’ll find out when I get
released, but I would like to thank all the people who helped me on this long and
weary road of past and present.
I still need to help my inner child, so if I see him, I’ll tell him everything’s alright, that
the monsters have gone. You’ve changed, You’ve grown and matured, no one has
power against you anymore. Your not helpless or vulnerable. I’m alright now, you
can trust me, I’ll be your best pal and you can call me anytime you want. I’m here, I
am you, so don’t cry, everything’s going to be alright.

I have been a volunteer support worker at the Alloa office of Open Secret for more than three years now. In
that time, I have felt truly privileged to be part of the journey that the people I have worked with have, in my
opinion, been brave enough to embark on. I continue to be amazed and very humbled to hear so many
stories of incredible survival, the inner strength we can summon up at difficult times in our lives is quite
amazing to me. I think that Open Secret provides an excellent and much needed service to what appears to
be a huge population of people, just letting people who have been sexually abused feel they are believed and
listened to while not being judged, is I feel, enormously valuable.
Carole
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I remember when I first joined Open Secret in 2003. It felt quite daunting to be joining an organisation
dealing with such challenging issues, but the training course was excellent and certainly did much to allay
my fears. Three years on and I’ve continued to participate in training, I’ve been on courses on art therapy,
massage, group work and play to name but a few. It’s been interesting watching as changes take place at
Open Secret and for me one of the main ones has been acquiring more funding to support younger service
users. I find it very rewarding working with young people and have recently moved over to the supervision
group concentrating on this area. I’m lucky to continue to enjoy being part of the organisation and for me
one of the important things has been to discover it’s not all problems and sadness, there’s also laughter and
fun - that’s important!
I started at Open Secret in 2001 as an administrative
worker. Almost 5 years on I am still here during the
day as an admin worker, and am now also a
volunteer befriender with the organisation. I
have never before mixed my work and
volunteering, but with the support available in
Open Secret felt I had a clear grip on my
boundaries and those of the organisation to
be able to expand my role to that of
volunteer without any complications.
Looking back to the person I was when I
joined the organisation, I realise that in the past few
years I have been on quite a journey in my personal life, and have changed and
developed my skills in lots of different avenues. Organisations change and grow just as much as people do,
and its safe to say Open Secret is one of those organisations. I have seen a lot of growth and change in Open Secret and
through wearing my 2 different hats I have been able to look at the organisation from 2 completely different points of view
which can be advantageous but also quite challenging at times, but I feel it enhances my understanding in both camps, and
long may it continue to do so.

In 1994 the work was very much about consciousness raising. Now we are in a very different cultural and
political context. People have become more aware of the complex nature of childhood sexual abuse.

Now, we specifically seek to impact upon areas which relate to the

3 P’s: Provision, Protection and Prevention. Using the considerable
knowledge amassed over the years which has arisen from our direct
work with survivors, their families and supporters, we are able to
provide exceptionally useful and accurate information about the
effects and impact of childhood sexual abuse. In disseminating this
information we can and do influence public policy; we can and do
contribute to the development of child protection training, policy
and procedures. We also have much to contribute in the area of
prevention. Sexual abuse is about silence and secrecy. There is a
need for children to be provided with clear and simple strategies
aimed at keeping themselves safe and encouraging them to listen to
their own feelings and communicate when they don’t feel comfortable. Our experience informs us about
what works and through partnership working we have shared in the development of a range of
preventative measures aimed at supporting children and young people.
Sexual abuse is often described as a ‘cross-cutting’ issue affecting people from all walks of life, who have
diverse backgrounds and varied experiences. It also creates a ripple effect impacting upon friends,
communities and wider society. Over the years Open Secret has required to continually rise to the
challenge of being able to direct energy and resources to where we believe we would be most effective.
The profiles of domestic abuse, homelessness, suicide and sexual health have been significantly raised
throughout Scotland through the development of National Strategies and allocation of Scottish Executive
funding. Open Secret’s contribution in each of these areas of work has been recognised through
invitations to join local and national multi agency partnerships whose remit has been to produce and
execute action plans set to drive forward agendas for change.
Successful funding applications have led to the significant development of our work within the prisons
and in our ability to deliver more flexible services to survivors and families where there are also issues
related to homelessness or where there is a risk of homelessness. In addition, we have also been able to
sustain group work services which provides much needed opportunities for service users to share
experiences and support one another.
Our stated aims are to work towards the following outcomes:
• To reduce feelings of isolation
• To decrease the sense of powerlessness
• To increase self esteem, self confidence and self awareness
• To increase knowledge of supports, systems and resources
As was initially hoped, Open Secret has indeed developed in a
dynamic and responsive way.

Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through experience of trial and suffering can the soul be strengthened, ambition
inspired, and success achieved. Helen Keller

Throughout the years we have expressed our thanks to many, many individuals, groups and agencies. We
have learned that our best results and the biggest impact we can make is achieved through collective
action. We recognise this as a healthy approach and one that sits well with who we are – Open Secret –
working together and drawing upon our rich and diverse range of skills, knowledge and experience.
This past year our thanks goes to:
Service-users - for their written and verbal
contributions to reports, consultation
documents, leaflets, display boards and their
input to workshops, presentations and
training. This is by far our most successful
way in reaching out to people and “telling it
like it is”.

Friends of Open Secret Group for their willingness to support our
aims and objectives, their support
with raising awareness activities
and events and their strong sense of
belief in our mission and purpose.

Volunteers – our volunteers are central to
our services.
They live in our local
communities and can represent local
community needs and interests. They readily
give their time and commitment but also bring
energy, ideas and a rich range of skills,
experience and knowledge, tapped and
untapped potential.

Ex-Service-users - for keeping us
in touch with their progress and for
their on-going support “giving
something back” in many different
and diverse ways, all of which make
an impact and enrich our service
provision.

Donors – Services have been boosted, the result of a number of generous donations
of books and funds from a number of people. Our resource library is open to anyone
accessing our services and it has become an essential resource.
Financial contributions help us to make a real difference, enabling us to improve and
develop our resources and at times assist service-users in exceptional circumstances
to e.g. access our services through the provision of travel or child care expenses or
perhaps finance a group activity e.g. the celebration of achievements.

Sessional Workers – for
their commitment and shared
sense of mission and purpose.
We have been able to deliver
consistently higher standards
of service as a result.

External Supervisors – for their support and expertise
assisting us to deliver effective and efficient services and their
belief in the importance of the work we do and what we are
trying to achieve.
Funders – for supporting us in our efforts to deliver core
services in each area and in some circumstances to ensure that
we can continue to provide essential services in particular areas.
We are also grateful to be given the opportunity to pilot work
and try out new ideas based upon our research and experience.

Word of Mouth – we are grateful to our partner
agencies, community groups and individuals for
sign posting people to Open Secret. First contacts
with ourselves can be incredibly difficult and we
often rely upon others to act as intermediaries. It is
heartening that many groups and individuals
consult with us to identify how best to guide people
towards our organisation. The importance of joint
work and information sharing amongst agencies is
underlined.

Our Room Mates – we share premises with Crossroads in
Alloa, with Couple Counselling in Falkirk and ASC in Stirling.
The spirit of partnership working is very much alive in each of
these locations.
We have felt very much supported by each of these agencies and
very much appreciate the steps taken by each agency to
accommodate our needs, lend a helping hand and share in our
pain and laughter.
Ex-Staff members and Volunteers – who continue to
promote the work of Open Secret through new and different
contacts whereby ensuring our visibility is maintained and our
credibility recognised both locally and further a field.

I think a hero is an ordinary individual who finds strength to persevere and endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles.
Christopher Reeve

